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Going pick up one bag after work
just so you don't panic will run
out.I will be back just after 11 so no
need to
rush xxx

Okxx

Ok.

Calls
Calls on this phone are first shown from 19/06/14 which indicates that this is the not the
phone/Sim that port was using at the time of Walgate's death.
Images
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There are 229 images stored on the device, with many being repeated images of i X1 !
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2.2.3. Summary of evidence relating to devices seized from Stephen Port
There are !messages on Port's laptop BSG/9 between Port and various persons in which
by Nov 2013, Port states he has used drugs during sex. There is relevant internet history
and goog!e searches on this device between 13/06-26/06/14. This shows Port viewing
date rape porn, then contacting Walgate on 13/06/14 to make arrangements to meet via
the Sleppyboys escort website. Over the next few days, Port watches more date rape
porn and views various news articles about rape, including directly before and after
viewing Walgates photos and videos on xtube.
Port's phone CSP/1, contains a SIM with the 07903854105 number associated to it.
Reading the WhatsApp strings and SMS it appears Port first starting using this handset
on the afternoon of 19/06/2014 the day of the finding of Walgate's body and used it up
until 26/06/2014 which was the day Port was arrested and this handset taken from him.
This would indicate Port had another phone during the lead up to and the time of death
of Walgate which has not been recovered by police or has been disposed of by Port.
The Whatsapp message between Port and i-·-·-"X1·-·-·lindicate that Port was going to pick
up drugs in anticipation of a meeting with [&.fJwffhin 48 hrs of Walgate's death.
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